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Slim profile and featherlight lines. SWAY is well-composed
design at its best. Tight design, high functionality and
streamlined elegance, which is hand-crafted in the initial
phases by Pressalit’s in-house designer Lars Herold.
The soft sweeping and delicate design is proof of a
perfect meeting between masculine stringency and
feminine curves. That SWAY D won the Red Dot Award
2016 - the biggest international recognition in the design
world - is therefore no great surprise. With extensive
knowledge of the simple, Nordic look, two new variants
have now been added.
SWAY is a must-have for the discerning minimalist and
is available in the following versions: SWAY D, SWAY D2
and SWAY Uni.

SOFT CLOSING
Feather-light luxury. A gentle
nudge is all it takes to close
the seat in a smooth
movement.

LIFT-OFF

Easy cleaning. With a
simple movement, the
seat is removed from the
toilet for thorough cleaning.
The bathroom is always
welcoming.

BEHIND
DETAIL

THE

For 60 years now we have been a chapter in Danish
design history - a heritage that propels us forward.

PERFECT FIT

Creating a complete design requires us to constantly

A sure match. The seats fits
many toilets.

focus on researching, perfecting and refining. We
are driven by trendsetting and adding minimalist and
aesthetic beauty to our seats, down to the last detail.
That’s why you will find a certain finesse on the side of
your SWAY toilet seat, in the form of the new Pressalit
branding.

GUARANTEED
DURABILITY
Resistant design. The seat is
suitable for everyday use and
is made of colour ingrained
duroplast, so scratches won’t
show. You get 10 years
warranty.

The emblem is not a name tag, but your guarantee of
a unique Scandinavian design product. It’s a mark of
quality for a stylish choice and distinct comfort, which
you can enjoy every day for many years.
The stainless steel emblem has been designed to
catch both light and shadow, and therefore comes alive
in your minimalist design. It’s the simple and beautiful
things that turn a bathroom into your own design room.
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The SWAY D toilet seat fits, among others, the following
toilet pans: Keramag 4U, Keramag Renova no. 1,

359

Laufen Moderna, Sphinx 280 (not applicable for all

No. 934 SWAY D with soft close and lift-off.

models in this series), Sphinx 300, Sphinx 345, Sphinx

With BL6 universal toggle hinge (lift-off), top mounted.

420, Jika Euroline/Dino,Tavistock Micra and Vitra

Available in 000 white and 001 black.

Options Sento.
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The SWAY D2 toilet seat fits, among others, the
following toilet pans: Laufen Pro (not applicable for all

*20 mm / ** 40 mm

366

models in this series), Villeroy & Boch O.novo, Villeroy
& Boch Omnia Architectura, Vitra S50 and Duravit Me

No. 994 SWAY D2 with soft close and lift-off.

by Starck.

With DF4 universal toggle hinge (lift-off), top mounted.
Available in 000 white and 001 black.

92 - 170
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The SWAY Uni toilet seat fits, among others, the

402
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following toilet pans: Duravit Duraplus Colombo, Ideal
Standard Eurovit, Villeroy & Boch Saval, Villeroy & Boch
GranGracia, Wisa Sydney, Laufen Jika, Sphinx Econ
2 and Sphinx 280 (not applicable for all models in this
series).

359

No. 970 SWAY Uni with soft close and lift-off.
With D05 universal hinge (lift-off), bottom mounted /
BL6 universal toggle hinge (lift-off), top mounted.
Available in 000 white and 001 black.

For further fitting possibilities, please look in the intelligent suitability list in our Pressalit Seats App or at our website.
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